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ABSTRACT
Scaling hypothesis and a renormalization group procedure are formulated 
in the vicinity of the bifurcation point, where the behaviour is governed by 
inhomogeneous fluctuations. The working of the general ideas is illustrated 
in a model system in which the number of components of the complex order 
parameter field goes to infinity.
АННОТАЦИЯ
Предложены обобщенная гипотеза подобия и соответствующий подход метода 
группы ренормировок, подходящие в окрестности точки бифуркации, где свойства 
системы определяются неоднородными флюктуациями. В качестве примера примене­
ния предложенных общих идей рассмотрена модель, в которой число пространст­
венных компонент комплексного параметра порядка стремится к бесконечности.
KIVONAT
Skála hipotézist és egy renormálási csoport eljárást vezetünk be a bi- 
furkációs pont közelében, ahol a rendszer viselkedését inhomogén fluktuációk 
vezérlik. Az általános elvek működését egy modell rendszeren illusztráljuk, 
amelyben a komplex rendparaméter tér komponenseinek száma végtelenhez tart.
Introduction and Summary
Similarities and differences between phase transitions 
and instabilities occuring far away from thermodynamic 
equilibrium have extensively been discussed in the literature 
/see [l], [2] and references therein/. In this paper we are 
interested in hard mode instabilities leading to homogeneous 
limit cycles from this point of view. It is assumed that the 
transition is of similar type as a second order phase tran­
sition, i.e. the order parameter changes continuously at the 
bifurcation point /normal Hopf bifurcation/. We consider 
continuously extended systems containing inhomogeneous fluc­
tuations, and our purpose is to study the behaviour in the 
vicinity of the bifurcation point where a region analogous 
to the critical region of second order phase transitions 
exists.
At the phenomenological level we formulate a scaling 
hypothesis for the correlation and the response of the slowly 
relaxing unstable mode which is a generalization of the 
dynamical scaling hypothesis [3, 4] near ordinary critical 
points. It is then shown how a renormalization group trans­
formation can be defined to substantiate this scaling hypo­
thesis and whose properties also in other respects resemble 
those of the dynamic renormalization group(for recent reviews 
see [5, 6])near ordinary critical points. An additional 
feature is that the condition of criticality now yields,
2besides the critical value of the control parameter, the fluc­
tuation correction to the frequency of the limit cycle at the 
bifurcation point, too.
Besides discussing such general ideas our aim in this 
paper is to demonstrate their working in a model system. In 
searching for a suitable model we recall that in ordinary 
critical phenomena the limit when the number of components of 
the order parameter field goes to infinity [7] has provided a 
useful theoretical framework for general investigations [8-16]. 
An analogous situation is expected in the present case, too.
For the construction of such a model it is a basic fact that 
a wide class of hard mode instabilities has been pointed out 
to be describable by a TDGL type equation for a complex order 
parameter field [17-19, 2] which is more general than the 
usual one in the sense that its parameters are also complex 
numbers. Thus e.g. Kuramoto and Tsuzuki [17] have found that 
an adiabatic elimination of the stable modes in the Brusselator 
results in such a generalized TDGL equation for the slowly 
relaxing critical mode. The effects of noise in this equa­
tion have also been considered [20, 21] and dynamic renorma­
lization group calculation has been carried out by Hentschel 
[20] for the case when the dimensionality of the system is 
close to four. His formulation leads to a scaling behaviour 
which is similar to that at tricritical points.
We shall consider the m-component version of the afore­
mentioned model which corresponds to a situation where m modes
3become simultaneously unstable at the bifurcation point. The 
simplifying features arising in the limit m — *• <*> make expli­
cit solutions possible. Thus in the postbifurcational region 
an "equation of state" will be deduced which gives both the 
amplitude and the frequency of the limit cycle. The correla­
tion as well as the response functions will be determined both 
in the pre-bifurcational and in the post-bifurcational regions. 
It will be shown that the results fit in with the general pre­
dictions of the scaling hypothesis.
Í
The renormalization group transformation becomes also 
tractable in the large-m case and the transformation of the 
parameters in an invariant subset of the parameter space 
can be followed in a global way. Moreover the non-linear 
scaling fields [22] can also be determined. We shall illus­
trate that at the bifurcation point a stable finite fixed 
point can be achieved by means of our procedure. The connec­
tion between the renormalization group procedure and the 
form of the scaling hypothesis will also be demonstrated.
The paper is organized as follows: The scaling hypothesis 
and the suggested renormalization group procedure is intro­
duced in Section II. Section III contains the explicit 
solution of the generalized TDGL model in the limit m -* °° , 
while Section IV is devoted to the application of the renor­
malization group method. Some details of the renormalization 
group calculation are presented in the Appendix.
4II. Scaling hypothesis
We are going to study a normal Hopf bifurcation: for control 
parameter values A<Ac the system has a homogeneous steady state 
while for A>A a homogeneous limit cycle with frequency ы - (A ) 
is approached asymptotically. The amplitude of the limit cycle 
is considered to be the order parameter which sets in 
continuously when A goes through its critical value. Let ф ) 
denote the slow mode dominating the behaviour of the system 
around the bifurcation point /к and t denote wave number and 
time, respectively /. The instability occurs at k=0. We define 
a correlation function by
C (k,t) = <фк (t) фк (0J> , k*0 , /2.1/
where, and in the following, bracket denotes average taken in 
the asymptotic state of the system /reached for t>°°/ and bar 
denotes complex conjugation.
Contrary to equilibrium transitions or more generally 
speaking to soft mode instabilities, in the vicinity of a hard 
mode transition point the imaginary part of the frequency of 
the slow mode does not vanish, thus a new characteristic 
quantity enters the theory. To account for the new features 
we generalize the dynamical scaling hypothesis [ 3,4]postulating 
the following form for the correlation function /2.1/ near the 
bifurcation point:
C (k,t) = exp [iwo (A)t] к 2+n c(k£, k zt),
*v
/ 2 . 2/
5where £°е | A-А | is t i^e correlation length in the asymptotic 
state, n and z stand for the critical exponent of the equal 
time correlation function at A=Ac , and the dynamical critical 
exponent, respectively. The hypothesis includes the following 
properties for the function шо(А): real, independent of к and 
t and equal to the frequency of the limit cycle at the bifurca­
tion point, that is ш (A ) = со. (A ) . If such an со (A ) exists 
it is not unique since it is determined by /2.2/ only up to an 
additive term proportional to £ Z .
Depending on the analytic properties of (oQ (A ) and its 
relation to coy ( A ) we can distinguish the following cases:
Case A.: toQ (A) does not have any of the special features 
listed under cases B-D.
Case B.: We can choose
(oq (A) = w^c (A) , for A>Ac . /2.3/
Case C.: There is at least one particular ш (A) that is 
analytic at Ac .
Case D.: Both requirements under В and C can be satisfied 
simultaneously with the same ш (A).
Let us now discuss how it is possible to define a 
renormalization group /RG/ procedure supporting the scaling 
hypothesis introduced above. In general starting with 
the original slow variables, ф, (t), one will not find any 
finite stable fixed point after repeating the transformation 
since an extra relevant scaling fi<jld appears due to the 
presence of an enlarged parameter space in systems 
exhibiting limit cycle behaviour as compared to that
6of occuring in case of ordinary critical phenomena. The
/
appearance of an extra relevant scaling field was pointed out 
first by Hentschel [20]in a generalized TDGL model with 
complex parameters near four dimensions. In order to nandle this 
situation we suggest the following method: We change variables 
by the transformation fj^it) -* (^(t) exp(-iwt) , ы real, and then 
at a particular choice ш=П(Л) it will be possible to 
eliminate the extra relevant scaling field in the whole critical 
region. At the same time the requirement of a finite fixed 
point determines Ac and the frequency of the limit cycle 
at Ac . Applying the usual RG arguments one obtains for the 
correlation function /2.1/ of the original field variables a 
form like /2.2/ with 12(A) as X). In addition, since the RG 
transformation is expected to be analytic, 12 will be also 
analytic around Ac , obeying the requirement of "case C ’.'
If "case D" can not be fulfilled it does not exclude the 
possibility that for one choice wQ obeys "case B" while for 
an other one obeys "case C" e This possibility arises 
because on the basis of the RG procedure one expects that
12(A) - и). (X) = B C Z, for A> A , /2.4/4L С V-*
where В is a constant.
In Section IV we shall illustrate the working of this RG proce­
dure on the model obtained when the number of components of 
Ф goes to infinity.
Finally a remark is in order on the response functions.
7Knowing the equation of motion of the slow mode one can 
formally introduce an external field coupled to ф^(€) and 
define a response function, G(k,t). In general, the fluctuation- 
-dissipation theorem is not valid in such systems thus an 
independent scaling hypothesis is to be formulated for this 
function as follows
G(k,t) = kp exp [ -ito0( Л) t] G(k£, kZt), /2.5/
where £, z and wQ (X) has been defined in /2.2/ and p 
represents the critical exponent of the response function.
8III. The m-component model. Solution for .
We generalize the TDGL model with complex parameters 
[17 - 21, 2] for m-component complex fields: ф^,ф2,.. ф^, 
assuming isotropy in the component space. The general form of 
the equation of motion to be studied is the following in 
coordinate representation:
Ф j (x, t ) = -Г 1-aV2 +г(|ф|2))ф. + C j (x , t ) , /3.1/ 
where a is a complex parameter,
_ CO
I Ф I =(1/2) I I Ф_| 2 , /3.2/
1=1 i
I the factor 1/2 has been introduced for convenience/ and the
2
function r( Iф I ) is expressed as a power series
г(|ф|2 ) - l u2a (21Ф12 )“-1 /3-3/
a^l
The coefficients u~ are complex. Vie shall use the notation2a
for complex numbers z : Re z = z ^  and Im z = z*2* . It is 
assumed for the real part of u2 that
u^lj = XQ-X , /3.4/
< 2 1and ui ' and all the other u~ -s are considered to be 2 2a
independent of the control parameter. XQ is the critical
value of the control parameter which would be obtained by a
12)linear approximation of /3.1/ and Г и 2 represents the frequency of 
the limit cycle at Xq in the same approximation. To keep terms 
of powers up to infinity in /3.3/ is required by the RG 
treatment /see Section IV./.
9The complex noise r, is assumed to be a Gaussian white 
noise with zero mean value and correlation functions as
< Cj(x,t) Cjr(x',t'} > = 4 Г 6(x-x') S(t-t'/, /3.5/
< ; c > = < c t > = o ,  /3.6/
where Г is a real constant, the same as in /3.1/, where 
it was separated from the other parameters for convenience.
We will be interested in the many component limit /m-*-°°/ 
which, similarly as in the theory of ordinary critical phenomena 
[8 - 16] , will provide a simple but non-trivial model.
In order to find terms which are of the same order of magnitude
2_ —■ Q,for m+® in /3.1/ u2a is assumed to be of order m . For the 
dimensionality of the system 2<d<4 will be assumed.
Solution for \<\_________________ c
2Since m is large and |ф| is a sum of m terms, the
2 2relative fluctuations of |ф | are small, thus г(|ф| ) in /3.1/
can be replaced by r(N), where N denotes the average value of
2Iф I in the stationary state. Thus we arrive at a linear 
equation of motion which in terms of the Fourier components 
Ф^к and S-jk reads
ф№ и )  = -“ к + ?ik(t) • /3.7/
with
ak = Г ( ak2+r ( N ) ) , 13.8/
where N is to be calculated seif-consistently.
In order to determine the stationary distibution we use 
the path probability introduced by Onsager and Machlup
10
123,24,25,2] 
given by
L  (Ф/Ф )
The Lagrangian associated with equation /3.7/ is
l4r)’ k . V ist + °кФАк'2
I 3.9/
Graham showed [26] that for a linear process of the stochastic
variable q, the conditional probability P(q,t|q°,0) can be
expressed as exp | - /Ldx),* where the Lagrangian, L(q,q) is to
о
be integrated along the most probable path with boundary 
conditions q(x=t)=q, q(x=0)=q°. Applying this method for the 
process related to /3.9/ we get
Pit Ф}к Ь ^ ( ф ° к } , 0)
-a, t -2a}1) t.
cexp {- I ak1)|(í,jjk~ Ф^ке k I2 / L2 k )J}./3‘10/
^ rj
The stationary distribution is generated by the limit t-+<»
pst ( b ikD “®^p i- “kk,3
( 1 )  I ф д к  I 2 /C 2Г )} . /3.11/
This shows that the stationary distribution is completely 
determined by the real part of r(N). As a consequence the 
equal time correlation function in the steady is obtained as
?> = 2 (k2+r(1) ( N))_1 . /3.12/< Ф
ДН
Hence the self-consistency equation
11
N = (1/2) I < I Ф jk I 2 > = mj> (k2+ra,( N )) 1 = 
k,j J к
= ш/ (kZ+rQ ) ( Nj)_i dak/(21T)-1 /3.13/
is found, where A is the cut-off in the wave number space.
At the critical DOint the relaxation rate of ф vanishes .
2
Consequently if we denote г(|ф| ) and N at the bifurcation
2point by гс (|ф| ) and Nc , respectively, it follows from /3.7/
and/3.8/ that r ^ ^ ( N  )=0 should be fulfilled. This makesc c
straightforward to calculate Nc from /3.13/:
Nc = mKd Ad"2/(d-2), /3.14/
where К^(21Г ) u is the area of the d-dimensional unit sphere.
The condition r ^ ^ N  ) = О determines the critical value ofc 4 c
the control parameter as
= X. I
a-2
u2a
i d (2N )a-1 /3.15/
while the frequency of the limit cycle at A is given by
CO
“ ec<xc > - rrc2' 4 >  = Гц2 +r í U2Í ( 2Nc>°'a=2
/3.16/
Note the deviations as compared to the results obtained from
the linearized version of equation /3.1/, i.e, XQ and 
(2 \fu2 , respectively.
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Subtracting /3.14/ from /3.13/ one finds in the vicinity 
of the bifurcation point (r N )<<Л2)for 2<d<4:
N - N = - [rll)( N )/a] d / 2 1 , /3.17/
where
l-d/2 _д- -i- _ m / xd 3(l+x2 ) ddx /3.18/
Let us introduce the quantity £ by
£; = [ r ll)(N )/ a ]1- 1/2 /3.19/
which can be interpreted as the correlation length in the 
steady state /see /3.12// . After similar steps as in the case 
of critical statics of the large-n system [9,10] one gets the 
solution of the self-consistency equation /3.13/ for \ close 
to Xc
N - Nc = ( b Ä c )/rll)( Nc ) , /3.20/
where the notation
r ( I ф I 2) = d r ( I ф I 2 ) / d|eH2 /3.21/
/3. 17/,
has been introduced. From /3.19/ and /3.20/ v=]/(cl-2j is 
found. /Compare it with the spherical model result, see [12] , / 
By means of /3.10/ a n d /3.11/ the following expression is 
obtained for the correlation function in the stationary state
C( к , t ) <Ф ^ и ) Ф № (°)> =
k2+r(1)(N)
exp(- akt), 
exp(akt ) ,
t>0, 
t<0 . /3.22/
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Introducing formally a complex external field hj(-t)in the 
equation of motion /3.1/ as an additive term Thj on the 
right hand side, one finds for the response function
G(k,t) = Texp(-a^t) , t>0 /3.23/
and G(k,t)=0 for t<0. It is easy to check that the fluctuation- 
-dissipation theorem is not fulfilled by /3.22/ and /3.23/ as 
expected.
From equations /3.22/ and /3.8/, /3.19/ it is
obvious that the scaling hypothesis /2.2/ is valid in the 
large-m case with uQ( A ) = Гг ;(n ) for A<Ac .
Solution for A>Ac > The frequency of the limit cycle
We shall see that in the post-bifurcational region a 
stationary distribution in the limit t-*» exists for the fields 
ijjj defined as
<j>j(x,t) = <J>j(x,t) exp (-iu)£ct ), j=l, 2,... m / /3.24/
where denotes the frequency of the limit cycle. We start
by assuming the existence of this stationary distibution and 
the consistency of this assumption will be shown a posteriori. 
The order parameter of the system is the amplitude of the 
limit cycle ,in general a complex m-component vector.
However, we can always choose the order parameter to point in 
the direction of the j=l axis and to be real by making use of 
the isotropy of the system in the component space and the 
gauge invariance of the equation of motion /3.1/, respectively.
14
We again formally introduce a constant external complex field, 
h, coupled now to the j=l component. Then the equation of 
motion for ф . is as follows
ij = -r(-aV2+r( 1Ф12) -1ш/с/Г)ф + F h 6 + Cj . /3.25/
We separate the order parameter ф by writing
ф . (x, t ) = ф^(x,t ) + ¥6. . <ф'.>=0 . /3.26/J J J'1 J
1/2It will turn out /see /3.35//that ¥ is of order m , therefore 
when calculating |ф|2 defined like in /3.2/, the term ¥(ф^+ ф-[) 
can be neglected as compared to terms of order m, and thus we 
can use the approximate equality
Iф I 2 = |ф' I2 + Y2/2. /3.27/
Let N' denote the average value of |ф'|2 in the asymptotic
state.Then it follows from /3.2/, /3.24/ and /3.27/ that the
2average value of |ф| is given as
N = N' + ¥2/2. /3.28/
2Finally we use the fact, that |ф'| can be replaced by N' in 
the large-m limit. After these steps we arrive at an equation 
of motion for components j^2 the Fourier transform of which is 
of the same form as /3.7/ with replaced by
a£ = Г(ак2 + r(N) - iwtc/r) , /3.29/
where N is defined by /3.28/.
. \
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Therefore it follows from /3.11/that the stationary 
distribution of фj is fully determined by r^Cltf), and that 
the equal-time correlation function of ф^ , is given by /3.12/. 
As a consequence of it we obtain in the vicinity of the 
bifurcation point that
N' = Nc - [r (1J( N )/A]d/2-1 /3.30/
with A defined by /3.18/.
Furthermore from the equation of motion of ф^ the 
following condition is found for a stationary solution
h/V = r(N'+ Ф2/2) - iaj^ c /Г . /3.31/
It can be considered as a complex "equation of state". Its 
real part determines the order parameter,1?, while the
imaginary part yields the frequency of the limit cycle. From 
the real part of /3.31/'.
r ll)(N' + T2/2) = h l1;/¥ . /3.32/
Note the similarity betwen /3.32/ and the expression of the 
transverse susceptibility of ordinary critical phenomena 
pC^^H/M /М: magnetization, H: external magnetic field/.
Since h has been formally introduced, the relevant 
solution of /3.31/ corresponds to h=0. Then‘from /3.30/ and 
/3.31/
r Q) (Nc+ V2/2) = 0. /3.33/
16
Let us define x by the requirement
r (1,(x ) = 0 /3.34/
and suppose x to be unique.The order parameter can be 
expressed as
V = + (2(x-N ))1/2 . /3.35/
In order to find an approximate expression for x near the
bifurcation point, we expand the function r^^(y) around
у = N and take it at y=x. Assuming x-N to be small we get С о
x = Nc- r l 4 N c )/ r U  (Nc ) , /3.36/
• ( 1 ) / where r has been defined in /3.21/. Since r (N ) = A - A ,c c
which follows from /3.3/, /3.4/ and /3.15/ the expression /3.35/ 
yields
* - ( A- Ac)1/2
for A>A and 4 = О for A < A .c c
From the imaginary part of /3.31/ we obtain for h=0
0)tc - Г r t2,(x). /3.37/
Using /3.36 / Trt2^ x) can be expressed near the bifurcation point
as
12),г rli’(x)= г гш ( ы )  - ricrlJ-J(N_) = Г г  ^(.N ) + Г< ( A-A ) ,U U W(1J,
12 >
/3.38/
17
where
к = rí2J£Nc )/ r(1,CNc ) , /3.39/
i.e. the frequency of the limit cycle is a linear function of 
the control parameter.
It is easy to calculate by means of /3.22/ /3.23/ and 
/3.29/ the correlation and response functions of ф /j^2/ 
and to deduce from them the correlation and response functions 
of the original field variables /j^2/ in the asymptotic
state of the system. We give here as an example the correlation 
function:
C(k,t) = exp(iw. t) 2k 2 exp(-Tak2t), t>0, /3.40/\ c
where uJ is determined by /3.37/.W О
Scaling functions
First we note that the definition of x by /3.34/ can be ex­
tended also in the pre-bifurcational region and x is expressed 
in terms of the parameters of the model in the same way here as 
for A>Ac * Consequently, close to the bifurcation point 
relation /3.36/ remains valid also for A<A /r*^(N ) is 
positive in this region/.
Thus we can define a frequency
u)Q ( A ) = Гг*2)(х ) , /3.41/
which in the post-bifurcational region coincides with the 
frequency of the limit cycle /see /3.37//. Note that /3.38/ 
is valid both above and below A^ and shows that /3.41/ is ana­
lytic at Ac
18
Expanding r (1,(N), r L2,(.N^ , r t2,(x) around Nc and using 
/3.36/ one finds in the critical region
r l2J(N) - rt2J(x) = Krll4 N  / , /3.42/
with к given by /3.39/. Substituting it into /3.8/ and /3.22/ 
we obtain a scaling form /2.2/ with шо (А) as defined in /3.41/. 
Moreover using /3.19/ the scaling function can be cast into 
the following form
C(k? , k2 t) =
/3.43/
2 (1+A (k 5 ) 2 ) 1 exp [ -Г(а+ (1 - i к) A (k £ ) 2 ) k2t ] , \<xc
As for the critical exponents n = 0 , z = 2. Comparing /3.37/,
/3.40/, /3.41/, /3.43/ one can see that in the large-m limit
the scaling hypothesis /2.2/ can be realized in its most
stringent form ("case D"). A similar statement is valid for
the response function /with p = 0/ . Though by this reason
/3.41/ is the most attractive choice for uq (A) it is worth
noting that this is not the only possibility. As mentioned at
the end of the previous subsection wq (Л) = Г r ( N ) can be
taken for A<A . With this choice one can at best achieve a c
scaling form corresponding to "case B" or "case C" depending 
on what is taken as wQ (A) for •
19
IV. RG procedure
The RG transformation is defined by eliminating the field 
variables ф.. (tj with large wave numbers, i.e. with к values 
between A/b and A and by an appropriate rescaling [27, 5,6]/b>l: 
parameter of the RG,A :cut-off/. For a more complete definition 
see the Appendix.
• After performing the gauge transformation ф^ ->-ф^  exp (-iwt)
in /3.1/ we arrive at a similar equation
ij(x,t) = -r(-a V2+s (I Ф I 2/ ) Ф j + C jCx 't)^  /4.1/
where
з(|ф|2) = r Cl Ф I 2; - i 0) / Г. /4.2/
Applying the RG transformation to such an equation of 
motion a great number of new parameters are generated, because 
the vertices become random variables (see [15]). It turns out, 
however, that the parameters Г, a and \i =(u2“iw/r , u4,... ) 
specified by the form of the starting equation of motion /4.1/, 
transform among themselves in the large-m limit. In order to 
illustrate the general ideas introduced in Section II it 
will be sufficient to consider these parameters only, since 
the other ones are expected to be irrelevant in the RG sense.
We relegate the details of the calculation to the Appendix 
and give here only the resulting recursion relations
s'(I ф I 2 ) = b2s(b2-dQ + Nc ) , /4.3/
20
a' = b"7a
Г' = ъ~2 + ^ +г Г /
/4.4/
/4.5/
where
Q  -  Ф AbN + m fC Ак’(д2+ 5а Ч | ф | 2)) 1-q"2 ] ddq /(2T
/4.6/
From /4.4/ and /4.5/ r| = O, z=2 follows.
One can see that у ^ = ( u ^ ^ гu^d },...) forms an 
additional subset the elements of which transform among 
themselves. Since the stationary distribution is specified by 
r lli /see /3.11II we call these parameters steady state 
parameters. in addition the recursion relation of s * coincides
with that of the spherical model studied extensively' in the literature 
[9-11] • Thus the steady state scaling fields can be
determinded by taking over the method applied there.
í X) 2Let us consider the inverse functions of sL (J ф | )/ and
s'(1)C U | 2):
= f(s Cl) ) = f'(i , U) /4.7/
where f  denotes the transformed quantity. From /4.3/
2-dQ + Nc = f (s' U ) /b2) /4.8/
is: obtained.
21
It follows from a result obtained by Ma for a recursion like 
the real part of /4.3/ that the non-linear scaling fields ga 
associated to the non-trivial fixed point are generated by 
the series [11, 12]
oo
lf|2 - - l* (go + a* ) (s< U ) “-1 , /4.9/
a=l
where a* = mK^(-l)a 2(//[g (d-2cx)| . The exponent of gQ is
Ya = d-2a , a = 1,2,.... /4.10/
Let us turn to the imaginary part of s. Expanding the right 
hand side of /4.3/ in a Taylor series around N and considering 
the ratio of the real and imaginary parts in the limit b+°° ,
we find at, the fixed point
s“ <2 > ( M 2 ) = * s ^ ' c u i 2) - /4.11/
where к has been introduced in /3.39/ and. s (J Ф I j is 
determined by the equation
I Ф I 2 = Nc -  m S[[q2+s*i;U( |ф|2)) "1-q"2]ddq(2ir)'d>
/4.12/
We have used the fact that a finite fixed point can be achieved
only if s(N )=0 at A =A .c c
Since к contains the original parameters, equation /4.11/ 
exhibits a non-universal behaviour in the model.
In order to find the nonlinear scaling fields generated 
by s(2) we substitute /4.7/ and /4.8/ into/4.3/:
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s*(2)(f, (g ,(l)j) = b2 s(2)(f(s'(l)/b2)J . /4.13/
This relation indicates that the Taylor coefficients ca 
defined by
s(2i(f(z) ) =  I c zß
3=o
are scaling fields. Using /4.7/ and /4.9/ we obtain the equa­
tion determining them
00 00
St2)(- I « (ga + a*) ( s(1)) a_1) = I CR(s(1V .  /4.14/a s 1 3=o
The corresponding exponents are
у = 2-23 , ß = О, 1, 2, ... . /4.15/3
It is seen that there are two relevant scaling fields 
cq and g^ with exponents 2 and d-2, respectively. A scaling field 
like g^ appears also in the spherical model /g-^  will be related 
to A -A /, thus the extra scaling field mentioned in Section II. 
is cQ . In addition, besides a and Г , a new marginal scaling 
field, c-^ , is present in the large-m case.
Finally we give explicit expressions for the most important
I . 2scaling fields. Let x denote the special value of|ф | where 
r^  ^(x )=s ^  *(x)=0 at a given A /see /3.34//. It immediately 
follows from /4.9/ that
= Nc~x , /4.16/
. / mK j Ad-4 1 \
g, = i  — ------- -  ТТЛ-----  • /4.17/
2 2 V 4-d r ll,(x) /
Using /3.36/, in the vicinity of A^ /4.16/ takes the form
gl = U c " X)l ^ (1)(NC ) ‘
23
Substituting 9lf92 into /4.14/ and using /4.2/ one obtains
c0 = r (2,(x ) - o/г , /4.13/
d1 = i ,2J(x) / r (1,(x) . /4.19/
At A = A g, must vanish thus from /4.16/, /4.19/ and /3.39/ itc 1
follows that at the bifurcation point c^=K. The presence of 
this marginal scaling field explains why the fixed point /4.11/ 
is non-universal. Note also the non-universal form of the 
scaling functions: they depend not only on a2 but also on к 
/see for example /3.43/ /.
2The results obtained for a general г(|ф| ) can be cast
into explicit forms if we start with
r ( Iф I 2 ) = u2 + 2u 4 |ф |2/ /4.20/
where u ^  is assumed to be positive in order to ensure the
stability of the asymptotic state. Namely the scaling fields g
-1 a
are as follows: g1=(Ac~A) / ( 2u^/, g2= mKdAd 4 / (2 (4-d)) - (4u|1}) ,
g = -a for a>2. Only two of the scaling fields c0 will be
a J p
, . (2) . Ш  , {2) 11) , „non-vanishing : c-^ =u^  / u^ and c q = u2 - u 2 c^- ш/Г .
In accordance with the general scheme introduced in 
Section II the requirement c q = 0 fixes the value of the para­
meter w of the gauge transformation. Denoting it by ft(A) we 
obtain from /4.18/ that
ft(A) = Г r*2)(x) . /4.21/
2In the particular case when г(|ф| ) is given by /4.20/
24
Í2 ( A ) reads
I!( A ) . r [ u 2(2,-U2(1»(X)u4l2)/u<1»] . /4.22/
After eliminating c q only one relevant scaling field g^ 
is left which is related to the correlation length characte­
rizing the asymptotic state of the system. Furthermore the RG
iis well-behaved near the finite fixed point and hence the 
scaling forms /2.2/ and /2.5/ follow.
The expression /4.21/ of Л(А) is exactly the same as that 
of (i>o defined is Section III /see /3.41// so the properties 
found there also apply for n(A) . One expects on general 
grounds that n(A) is analytic at A , which in our case is
V1
explicitely shown by the expression /3.38/ valid near the 
bifurcation point. Thus the RG analysis of the large-m model 
demonstrates that the RG procedure introduced in Section II 
can in general lead to "case C" of the scaling hypothesis.
For A>AC П ( A ) coincides with the frequency of the limit 
cycle, ш^с /see /3.37// and consequently even "case D" is 
actually realized.
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Appendix; The RG in the large-m limit
In order to describe the dynamic renormalization group it 
is convenient to use the response field formalism [28 - 32] 
and then the transformation is to be carried out on the path 
probability functional W = exp 3- . For the action associated 
to equation /4.1/ we obtain in the large-m limit:
"3 = \  + J dt/ddx[ I (1/2)(-Гф,ф. + гк)з^|ф|2)+ c.c.l ,/A.l/
Lj=l J J J
mm*
where c.c. denotes complex conjugation, ф^(х,1) represents 
the m-component complex response field, furthermore
1 0 = Jdt /ddx £ { Г I ф^ |2 - U / 2 ) (  ф=)(ф:)-аГУ2ф.)+ c.c.)]] /А.2/
and
Л d 1К = Kd Jk dk. /A .3/
о
When calculating averages by means of the path probability 
Ю{ф,ф}, integration is to be performed over ф^(1> • Ф jl2* and 
iфjand 1ф^1
Note that the dependence on ф^ in "?~30 appears only through 
the combination
Í> (x,t ) = ( Г/2) I (-ф.ф1+К ) . 
j=l
/А.4/
The RG transformation is defined by integrating the path 
probability over field variables with wave numbers in the 
shell A/b< k<A and by a rescaling of the remaining variables. 
The new action is determined by the equation:
26
exp *3" =
j,A/b<k<A,w
/А.5/
exp Э-
Here the quantities with subscripts k,w stand for the Fourier 
components of the field variables.
Before turning to the calculation let us discuss first
the structure of the parameter space. If we start with /А.1/,
after the RG transformation an infinite number of new couplings
arise in the new action, which are non-local in space and time.
We shall see below, however, that a sufficiently broad
parameter space is kept in the large-m limit if the following
action is considered
where Y denotes a real valued function, is defined by /А.4/ 
and -p and >p are considered as independent variables. Causality 
[31, 16] requires that
where the constant will be chosen to be zero. The derivatives 
of Y, namely
^  \  + Jdt/ddx у П ф !2,^, f  ) , /А.6/
/ A.7/
*1,0 S3 Y/ait|2 , Уод =dY/dp , yi :l *d2Y/(dl<*lZóp) /А.8/
will play an important role in what follows.
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The form of /А.6/ remains unaltered after the RG
transformation, indicating that the parameters specified by Y
transform among themselves, i.e. they form an invariant
subspace of the full parameter space. Using the expression
I A.61 means that we treat only that part of the action which
contains coupling local in space and time.
The parameters specified by Y can be further divided into
different groups. A comparison between the results of the RG
applied directly on the equation of motion and those of the
present formulation leads to a similar conclusion as in [16],
2Parameters specified by YQ  ^ ( |ф| ,0,0 ) give the averages of
the random vertices arising in the equation of motion, while
the complementer set of parameters are related to the second
or higher order cumulants of the random vertices. /Note that
Y. n( |Ф|2'0 '0 ) = 0 due to /А.7/,/ It will be demonstrated
2that the group of parameters specified by YQ |ф j ,0,0) is
itself also an invariant subset within the parameter space
2
specified by У(|ф|,0,0). An even smaller subgroup of the
2
parameters is defined by the real part of Yn ,(|ф| , 0,0), i.e.U / X
ill 9bY Yo 1 ( '°'°)‘ These parameters will be called steady
state ones and they transform again among themselves.
Finally it is to be noted that for the action decribed by
/А.1/
¥0,1(1ф |2'°'°)= s ( I ф I 2 ) = r ( I ф |2)-ia)/ Г
and the recursions discussed in Section IV are given for 
this subsection of the parameter space.
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In order to perform the multiple integral /А.5/ the 
fields are decomposed into two parts
<j>j + <j>j + $j r ^j+§j / /А.9/
where and %. on the right hand side involve only wave
A  A.
numbers smaller than Л/b, while ф^ and contain the 
large wave number components. In the large-m limit cross 
terms like \ ф^ are negligible as compared to X $j Фj • 
Consequently we can write
IФ I 2 + |Ф|2+|Ф|2 , f  - f> + IP . / A . 10/
Since I Ф I 2 ('f*^ is a sum of m terms and m is large the relativ« 
deviation of it from < |ф |2 (< ^  ) is small, where <...>^
denotes the average over field variables with wave numbers 
between A/b and A. Thus Y ( | ф | ^+.| $ | ^  , -f3 + f5 , f  + f )  in 
I A.61 can be replaced by the first few terms of its Taylor
А  А  Д  ^series expanded in powes of • - < f> >. , f r- < p and
|$| - < I $ I reducing the multiple integral /А.5/ to
Gaussian integrations. The calculation is a straightforward 
generalization of that followed in [16] , therefore we
shall skip the intermediate steps /the interested reader will 
find some more details in the Appendix of [16]/ and jump 
directly to the recursions obtained for the quantities Y , ,
Y^ 0 defined by /А.8/:
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Yí , o ( M 2'f' f ) =  b4Y1 0 (b2'dQ+Nc ,b'dR, Ь‘а5) ( /А.11/
Yó,lH*|2'f -f ) - b2V0 ,1 (b2- V N c,b-dR, b-dR)( /А.12/
/А.13/ 
/ A . 14 /
/А.15/
and
> ЛЬ , ,
/ = Kd / dq qÜ /A .16/
q Л
Since Г does not transform it have been set equal to unity.
9It follows from /А.7/ that 0 (|ф| /0,0)= О, consequently
/ see /А.14/, / A . 15 // R=0 if ^=0, thus the function Y (| Ф | »0,0)0,1
specifies an invariant subset of the parameter space as stated 
above.
Expanding the right hand sides of /А.11/ and /A.12/ in a 
Taylor series around /N ,0,0/ we find as conditions for theV
where N is given by /3.14/ and
Q = IФ I 2 + bd"2C<$2>b - Nc ) =
= Iф I 2 - Nc + m /(S_1-q-2 ) ,
q
R = f  + bd< f >b =
= f-(m/2)J {(q2+YQд ) S_1 - 1} #
with
30
existence of a finite fixed point as follows.
should be fulfilled at the bifurcation point. These requirements 
specify the values of two parameters in Y at the bifurcation 
point, namely that of the control parameter and that of the 
parameter of the gauge transformation. The latter one fixes 
the value of the frequency of the limit cycle at Xc . Then we 
find the requirements Q->0 and ( Y, , ( N ,0 ,0) R+c .c . )+0 in the
limit b , which yield for the fixed point expression of
functions , and Y^ Q the equations as follows:
/A .17/
/A.18/
where
/A .19 /
and
/A.20/
Comparing the real and imaginary parts of /A.12/for b+°°
one obtains
,*l2>
0,1 /А.21/
31
Equations /А.17/-/А.21/ determine the fixed function Y
It is,however^not a universal expression since к appears in
it. An other interesting property of Y is that besides|ф|
it depends only on the combination ( 1+ixc ) + (l-iKj-p/
Finally we note that when -p = -p = 0 from /А.18/,
/А.19/ Y, _ = 0 follows and /А.17/ and /А.21/ go over to 1 ^ u
equations /4.12/ and /4.11/, respectively.
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